University of California
Kleinfelder has provided professional consulting services to nearly all of the campuses in the University
of California (UC) system. Our civil engineering services have included geotechnical investigations,
environmental remediation, construction materials engineering and testing (CoMET), special inspections,
and forensic investigations. Kleinfelder has become the consultant of choice on several UC campuses.
Key Projects:
UC Davis
• Mondavi Center for the Arts
• Veterinary Medicine Buildings
UC Irvine
• Engineering 3 Building
• Humanities Building
• Palo Verde Building

MEETING SPECIFIC PROJECT SITE REQUIREMENTS

• Social Sciences Building

The UC system project foundations have ranged in size and complexity from

• East Peltason Drive

conventional shallow-spread footing systems to deep pile foundations for

• Roofing

buildings, roadways, and infrastructure. Kleinfelder considers each individual

UC Merced

project site, including diverse soil conditions, when recommending the most

• Science & Engineering I & II

cost-effective system for building and structure foundations.

UC San Diego
• Jacobs Medical Center

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES DELIVERED ACROSS UC SYSTEM
Kleinfelder regularly provides the UC campuses with lead special inspectors and

UC San Francisco

special inspection personnel during the construction of water treatment plants,

• Building 17AB

buildings, parking areas, and roadways. Additionally, we have performed

• Building 17AB / Construction

forensic investigations at various UC facilities, making recommendations on

Scope of Services:
• Civil Engineering
• Geotechnical Investigations

matters such as water intrusion and exterior building envelope tile adhesion
issues in constructed facilities. We’ve also provided structural steel fabrication
inspection in various locations, including California, Idaho, Utah, and Mexico.

• Environmental Remediation

“Kleinfelder inspection personnel are extremely knowledgeable, and I have the

• Materials Testing

utmost trust in their ability. Their electronic reporting system has made my job

• Special Inspections

much easier. Kleinfelder personnel are able to augment our staff for all facets of

• Forensic Investigations

construction inspection, including mechanical, electrical, ADA, and fire safety.”
- Client Commendation
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